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1 Western music notation uses just SEVEN letter-names: A to G, then you start again.   
Squashed halfway between A & B, C & D, D & E, F & G and G & A are another FIVE notes taking 
their names from the letter-name either raised or lowered by a SEMITONE.  NB: These letters 
are used to describe both notes and chords. 
 
2. RAISING a letter-name note by a SEMITONE changes its name to a SHARP-note (sign = #) 

note; LOWERING it changes its name to a FLAT-note (sign= ♭ - often shown as lower case b)   
               A# or Bb                C# or Db       E# or Fb            F# or Gb      G# or Ab 
                          ¯                    ¯                                ¯                 ¯               

     A        B         C     D         E                        F              G       (A)       
Despite having different names they are the same note.           

NB: There’s no 'extra' note between B & C or E & F, so they are always a semitone apart. 
 
3.  A SEMITONE is a measurement (like an inch or a centimetre) of the difference in sound 
between the notes on two adjacent frets on a ukulele or two keys (white or black) on a keyboard.     
That makes TWELVE notes in all, each a SEMITONE apart, forming what is called the CHROMATIC 
SCALE.   NB: The Chromatic scale can start on any note.  Two semitones make a TONE. 
 
4. Patterns of alternating TONES (T) and SEMITONES (ST) can built from ANY one of these 
12 notes to form other SCALES, which are said to be in different KEYS according to the starting 
note.  Melodic lines are created from the notes of theses scales.   The same song can be sung in 
ANY one of these 12 different keys and will just be higher or lower in pitch.   The notes of these 
melodies can be of differing lengths and emphasis creating patterns or RHYTHMS. 
 
5. The most common scale is the MAJOR formed from  a pattern of:  T    T   ST  (T)  T   T   ST.      
Starting on the note C, these notes just happen to fall into place with no 'extra' (sharp or flat) 
notes needed.  Other scales need sharp or flat notes depending on the tone/semitone pattern.    
Many patterns are possible and form other scales or modes - eg: Minor, Pentatonic, Dorian etc. 
 
6. TRIADS (three notes of alternate letter-names and called the ROOT, THIRD and FIFTH - 
e.g. A C E, B D F or C E G etc.) can be built on these scale notes, and are the basis of all CHORDS.  
These, placed in sequences, form the HARMONY which can accompany, support or develop the 
melody.  NB: Chords I & V7 contain all the notes of the scale except one (VI); add  IV and they 
include them all - which is why these 3 chords form the basis of so many songs. 
 
7.  There are only FOUR types of triads having different names according to the number of 
SEMITONES between the root, third and 5th. 
 
           MAJOR = 4 then 3    MINOR = 3 then 4 
  DIMINISHED = 3 then 3           AUGMENTED = 4 then 4 
 
MAJOR and MINOR triads can be extended by adding more alternate 3 or 4 semitone letter-name 
notes to make chords of the 7th, 9th, 11th and 13th (also called a 6th because the 13th note is an 
8va and 6 notes above the root).   AUGMENTED triads can’t be extended at all (you’re back to 
the starting note) and DIMINISHED ones can only have one extension (by either 3 or 4 semitones) 
to a dim7th or half diminished chord.    


